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1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this document is to provide a detailed description of the electrical tests to be performed on ATLAS
Pixel modules (described in ATL-IP-AN-0003). These tests are part of a full quality control procedure for the
production of the ATLAS Pixel Detector.
These tests will be performed in different stages of the assembly procedure and item subject to them are:
Bare modules ATL-0000005628
Modules on PCB Frame (either barrel or disk) ATL-0000005629/8530
Modules cut from PCB Frame (either barrel or disk) ATL-0000008510/8513
For brevity all module assemblies (5629, 8530, 8510, 8513) will be collectively called flex modules.
The general description of the modules quality assurance is defined in the documents ATL-IP-QA-0017 (for
barrel) and ATL-IP-QA-0019 (for disk). The level of detail in this document is aimed at people carrying out the
tests. An overview of the testing and data analysis is given in document ATL-IP-QA-0015, which should be the
starting point for the reader interested in quality control and selection procedures. How the collected data will be
used for module selection is described in the accompanying document ATL-IP-QP-0145, where also the data
analysis tool Module Analysis Framework is described.
ATLAS pixel modules will need to operate for ten years at the LHC, in a very harsh radiation environment, with
essentially no opportunity to repair modules developing a failure. Sufficient information must be gathered for each
module, in order for the selection procedure described in ATL-IP-QP-0145 to select the modules which are more
likely to operate in ATLAS with acceptable efficiency and performances. 
A list of items for which test information is desirable is given in Table 1. Electrical tests have more sensitivity to
some items than others. Mechanical and other non-electrical tests with different sensitivity are mentioned in this
document for completeness. 
Most of these properties may be affected by the environmental conditions, assembly operations and degradation
with time, therefore must be assessed immediately after assembly, after thermal cycling and burn-in of single
modules, after mounting on local support and after thermal cycling and burn-in of local supports.
Table 2 presents the detailed breakdown of the tests and at which stage of the production they are performed. This
table refers to the list in Table 1 to indicate which kind of information is gathered by each test. For completeness,
mechanical as well as electrical tests are included in the table, but only the electrical tests, which are underlined in
the table, are discussed in the rest of the document.
It is not excluded that reduced tests will be performed at some intermediate stage of the assembly, to check the
success of specific operation like wire-bonding or potting. The execution and treatment of these tests is left to the
laboratory responsible for module assembly, the only requirement is that they do not interfere with the standard
sets described in this document.
Since the headers of the column are somewhat conventional, here follow the specification of when a set of
measurement is performed:
Initial electrical tests cover the measurements needed to have complete room temperature comparison before and
after module burn-in and thermal cycling, in order to detect infant mortality or bump failures pre and post burn-in
tests are to be done in the same lab were burn-in is performed.
Full electrical characterization covers the full module characterization at the operating temperature of -10 °C. It
will be the base for module sorting.
Receiving module tests are fast functionality tests that should be performed any time a mechanical operation on a
module is done (assembly, repair, shipping…) to check the module has not been damaged. This includes
functionality tests immediately after the assembly, unless the assembly site is also a burn-in site and goes directly
to the Initial electrical tests, and functionality tests before cutting the module from the flex frame.
Initial loading tests are fast functionality tests performed on modules immediately after the mounting on the local
support. They can be either after each module deposition, at the end of the local support loading or at the
beginning of a working day, if the assembling is taking longer then one working day. Exact time for that will be
selected when some experience is accumulated on module on local support deposition and reworking capability.
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Electrical characterization of staves and sectors is performed at operating temperature at the end of the stave
burn-in. Its aim is to check any degradation of module performances (early breakdown, increased noise, bump
failures…) caused by thermal stresses after the module has been glued on the thermal support.
Stave or sector receiving tests are again fast functionality tests to be performed after any shipping, handling or
assembled which has exposed the local support to potential damage, like bi-stave assembly or integration of bi-
staves in half shells.

This document contains the description of tests performed on bare modules, since their characterization assures the
starting point for the module assembly is of acceptable quality. Nevertheless the testing setup and procedure is
quite different at the bare module level, being more similar to single chip probing than full module testing,
therefore the test procedure description will be kept separate for the two situations. In any case bare module tests
will be put in a form suitable for the analysis tools.

Table 1: information needed by the quality control procedure

1 Mechanical issues

1a damage or defects on sensor or read out electronics

1

b

wire bonding defects

1c not compliance with design dimensions

1

d

proper thermal contact with local support

2 Sensor Properties

2a breakdown voltage behaviour

2

b

leakage current distribution

3 Bump bond quality

3a number of disconnected bonds

3

b

number of shorted or almost-shorted pairs

4 Performances

4a operational readout speed (40, 80 or 160 Mbps)

4

b

number of electronically dead or unusable channels

4c threshold tunability (at 3000 e) in working conditions

4

d

noise in working condition

4e ToT tunability (ToT for one m.i.p. at 40) in working

conditions

4f number of noisy channels in working conditions

4g efficiency

4

h

operation in corner conditions
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Table 2: Module test list

(status code) BARE ASSY BURN FLEX RECV LOAD STAVE STRC

Optical inspection 1a r  r

Envelope check 1c r

X ray 3ab r

I-V scan 2a r r r c r r c r

Power consumption 1ab r r   r r  r

MCC test 4a r r c r r c r

Digital test 4ab r r r c r r c r

Threshold tuning 4bc r r c  

ToT tuning 4e r c  

Threshold scan HVon 4bcd r r c r r c r

Power consumption 1ab   r c   c  

Threshold scan HVoff 3a r r r c r r c r

Threshold scan antikill 3b r r c r c

Crosstalk 3ab,4bg r r c r c

Monleak 1a,2ab c c

Timewalk 4g c  

In-time Threshold scan 4g c c

Red. operating range 4h r c

Operating range 4h  c  

Noise suppression 4fg r r c c

Source scan 3ab,4fg r r c c

Thermal imaging 1d r r

Wire bond pull-test 1b r

c = at -10- -5 C on NTC

r = at 20-25 C on NTC

Measurement Information
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2 Operating conditions
Nominal working conditions for operation in ATLAS would be:
VDD 2.0 V,
VDDA 1.6 V, 
VDET 150 V-600 V following the evolution of radiation damage, 
module temperature, as measured on the module NTC, –10 C.
Therefore a detailed module characterization will be performed in such conditions.
The above mentioned bias voltages are the one expected at the flex level. For disk modules sensing is performed
directly on the flex hybrid and the sensed voltage correctly represents the module bias. For barrel modules, sensing
is performed on the pigtail. Since there is an approximate 0.1 V drop between the sense point and the real module,
nominal operational voltages should be increased by that amount for barrel modules. 
This requires the module or the whole local support to be placed in an environmental chamber or a simple isolated
box and cooled in dry atmosphere.
Many functionality tests can be performed at room temperature, defined as a temperature between 20 and 25 C as
measured on the module NTC. This may require no cooling if a single module or, if modules on local supports,
when only one module is tested at the time. However, for production testing of single modules, a cold box is
recommended even for room temperature tests, so that the module temperature can be uniformly controlled.
It is also of interest to know the operational margin a module has, to avoid using modules with a too narrow
working range around the nominal conditions.
The operational margin will be determined repeating some of the tests shown in Table 2 in different conditions,
according to the procedure defined in the devoted subsection.

3 TurboDAQ setup
Module electrical characterization will be performed using a test system custom build by the ATLAS Pixel
Collaboration. This setup is described in ATL-IP-ES-0088. It will be referred as TurboDAQ setup. For
completeness a layout of the system is given in order to easily refer to specific equipment in the test description. 

Hardware components of this setup are:
PC equipped with
Pentium 4 processor or higher
National Instruments GPIB control card or equivalent,
At least 512 MB RAM
Parallel port if regulator board are used
National Instrument PCI-MXI2-VME kit
VME crate
ATLAS Turbo Pixel Low Level card (TPLL)
ATLAS Turbo Pixel Control Card (TPCC)
Up to 4 Flex Read Out Card per TPCC for flex module characterization and/or custom made probe card for bare
module testing
Two channel LV power supply for TPCC bias with at least ±5V and 2A rating
GPIB controlled LV power supply with 0-3 V 2A rating and remote sense capability
or prototype PP2 regulator board
Keithley 2410 Source Meter for I-V characterization and/or ISEG HV power supply for burn in

Software  needed is:
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Windows 2000 or Windows XP operating system,
Visual Studio 6.0 or above,
National Instruments Measurement Studio 6.0 or above,
ATLAS Pixel TurboDAQ software.

4 Tests descriptions
There is a general testing procedure which will be followed for all TurboDAQ measurements:
Each laboratory will prepare a set of configuration files containing the information needed to run the system at
each site (this file will contain the model of power supply, local directory for data storage and so on).
Measurements performed by TurboDAQ are based upon parametric scans. These scans are standardized and their
parameters are stored in configuration files. For each kind of measurement it is indicated which scan is to be
selected.
Data for each modules are stored in a directory tree with the top level identified by the module S/N. For data
integrity it is essential that entering the S/N is the first operation which is done after connecting a module to the
system.
If a module has already been tested (even in a different laboratory) a configuration files containing module
information should be available and must be loaded into the software. If not, a new configuration must be created.
It should contain the measured values of the capacitances used for charge injection (Chi and Clo) and the measured
slope of the VCAL DAC used for internal injection (used in most of the analog performances tests below). The
measured values come from single chip probing and are available in electronic format from the probing sites.
Within the above mentioned directory tree all measurement data files will have standard names, defined combining
the module serial number (full 14 digits serial number for bare modules and the last 6 digits for full modules) a
status prefix (indicated in Table 2), followed by a 2 digit sequential number acting as measurement set idendifier
(in case a measurement set is repeated like in cross calibration or for receiving tests), and a test name indicated
below for each test. The test name may be followed by an additional two digit version number automatically set by
TurboDAQ to avoid accidental overwriting of measurements, in case, within a set of scans, some are repeated.
Therefore the prefix name in the TurboDAQ DATA CONTROL panel will be of the kind
SERIALNUMBER_STATUS##_TESTNAME##. TurboDAQ will add proper suffixes and extensions according to
the measurement. 
For data analysis it is assumed that all the files with the same STATUS## identifier are part of the same standard
set, and the highest version for each TESTNAME## is the final measurement to be looked at, the others being
preliminary, failed or otherwise incorrect scans.
This relatively rigid structure will allow an easy data transfer and access using the analysis tools described in
ATL-IP-QP-0145.
In all the measurements requiring the HV to be applied to the detector, the module must be in a dark environment.
Since the flex hybrid itself provides some screening from environmental light, even a simple cloth or cardboard
additional screen may be acceptable. 
For each test a description of its purpose and how it is implemented by the software is given. In most cases the
operator should simply select from the TurboDAQ menu the scan to be performed and that will be executed. If any
other operation is needed it will be described.
In general, when a set of test is to be performed in determined conditions, the order in which the tests should be
performed is the same as the one in which they are presented in this document. Main exception is the I-V scan,
which is somehow uncorrelated to the other scans and for which the only requirement is thermal stability during
the measurement and can be performed in the most comfortable stage during the test sequence. Since the biggest
component of leakage current of a module before irradiation is actually a surface current, temperature for this test
is also not critical. 
After an initial tuning of the procedure the measurement sequence will be automatized as far as possible and the
operator is required only to basically check the tests have been performed successfully and to store the data files in
order to allow the subsequent analysis. 
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4.1 Bare module tests
4.1.1 I-V Scan

Purpose: check for sensor damages after dicing and chip flipping.

Description:

The test consists in the measurement of the I-V curve from 0 to 600 V at 10 V steps.

After each voltage step a settling time of 10 s is waited before starting the measurement of the current.

Then the current is measured until two consecutive readings differ by less than 1%.

The source meter is set with a current limitation of 200 µA and the measurement can stop when this value

is reached.

If compared with the sensor tests performed before dicing, the modules usually have a higher leakage

current. A leakage current in the 1 µA range at 150 V depletion voltage and an avalanche breakdown

above 400 V is an acceptable result.

Problems may be expected if leakage current is one order of magnitude higher. Earlier breakdown or not

monotonous pattern of the leakage current should trigger a rejection of the module.

Procedure:

The source meter positive output must be connected to a probe contacting the module HV pad and the

negative output to a probe contacting the Al pad on the scribe line between the CHIP 006 and CHIP
007 areas. 

Alternatively the DGRID or AGND pads on one of the front-end chips may be used.

A TurboDAQ scan must be performed with the following conditions:

1. Scan file: I-V Scan on HV Supply 1

2. Measurement name: IV

The resulting file BARE##_IV.iv can be directly visualized in the Module Analysis Framework and

must be uploaded to the Pixel Production Database.

4.1.2 Power Consumption

Purpose: Detect faulty chip with anomalous power consumption because damaged during the assembly.

Also reveal possible shorts on the power line due to wire bond contact. 

Description:
At the bare module level, this test is performed singularly on each chip. The current drawn by VDD and

VDDA are measured at first upon contacting a front-end chip with a probe card and after the front-end

chip has been configured.

At power up a single chip should draw a current of about 10 mA on VDD ad 6 mA on VDDA. After

configuring it with the default DAC values, currents are about a factor 5-6 higher.

At this stage the most common defect was to see chips drawing a much higher current already at power

up. Such behavior should cause a rework of the module. 

Procedure:
For each front-end chip the following steps are repeated:

1. the front-end is contacted with a probe card;

2. low voltages are powered up

3. current consumption is measured

4. the first part (test of global register) of a Digital Test is performed

5. current consumption is measured again.

6. the rest of  bare module tests for this chip is carried on

7. low voltages are powered off 

8. the probe card is moved out of contact.

9. data are stored in a file with the same convention as in 4.2.2 and with measurement name PC.
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4.1.3 Digital Test

Purpose: to detect failures in the global and pixel registers which may affect the proper configuration

of the module. Test the readout chain and detect defective channels.

Description:

This test consists of three parts:

1. write  and  read  back  of  the  front-end  configuration  registers,  these  are  essential  to  the  chip

operation;

2. write and read back of the pixel register, i.e. the shift register used to configure every single pixel

(providing local threshold tuning, masking…)

3. for  each  pixel,  100  pulses  are  injected  at  the  output  of  the  discriminator,  simulating  the

discriminator  signal  when a preamplifier  pulse triggers  the discriminator.  This part  of the test

check all the readout chain from the pixel cell down to MCC event building.

Failure  at  point  1 means the chip cannot be used. Failures at  point  2 are usually circumvented by

isolating the column pair in which they happen, resulting in 320 unusable pixels. Only few single pixel

failures have been observed at point 3, and enter in the count of defective channels. 

Procedure:

Switch on the low voltages and check the TPLL clock is set at 40 MHz.

Use default TurboDAQ settings for bare module probing. 

Execute the TEST GLOBAL REGISTERS from the STATIC CONFIGURATION panel.

Check “Latch & Read All Bits” is selected and execute the TEST PIXEL REGISTERS from the

STATIC CONFIGURATION panel.

If it fails, repeat the test checking one bit at the time to find if it is a general problem of the shift register

or a failure of the latching circuitry of a specific bit.

Execute the following TurboDAQ scan:

• Scan file for bare modules: SCA: Digital Test SRAM

• Measurement name: DI

4.1.4 Threshold Tuning

Purpose: Tune the threshold of the noisiest pixels in order to maximize the efficiency of bare module

threshold scans.

Description:

The front-end electronics versions I2 and above have the facility to perform a self tuning of each channel

by an internal counter able to select  TDAC values for which the counting rate at a fixed injected charge

is 50%.

This feature is not as precise as the repeated scan procedure available for flex modules, but is extremely

fast and can be used at the bare module probing stage, where keeping a chip under probing for long times

is unpractical.

Due to the high noise rate at the bare module rate, the self tuning tend to stop at high threshold value

without really reducing the threshold dispersion, but at least increasing the threshold of too noisy pixels

which would otherwise affect the threshold scan.

The output should give a TDAC distribution with a spike at in the range 60-90 and few pixels, mainly

ganged ones, with higher TDAC values to compensate their lower untuned threshold.

Procedure:

This test is to be performed after a successful Digital Test and is a standard TurboDAQ scan:

• Scan file: SCA: Autotune

• Measurement name: AT
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A Threshold Scan should be executed immediately after the tuning.

4.1.5 Threshold Scan

Purpose: This test performs a measurement of the threshold and noise of each pixel. It is performed in

order to check the operation of the injecting circuit and to detect disconnected bumps.

Description:
A voltage pulse V generated by an on-chip chopper connected to the VCAL DAC, is injected on the

calibration capacitance Clo of each pixel. That will generate a signal at the input of the preamplifier

equivalent to the one generated by a charge V×Clo.

A set of 100 pulses is generated for different value of the injected charge (from 0 to ~9000 e, in ~45 e

steps).

The number of collected hits for each injected charge is recorded and at the end of the scan an S curve is

fitted. The 50% efficiency on the S-curve defines the threshold value. The steepness of the transition from

no detected hits to full efficiency is inversely proportional to the noise, which can be so calculated.

At the bare module level, the threshold scan will be performed without depleting the detector. In such

case all the preamplifier inputs are connected through the sensor, resulting in very high noise and charge

losses, but for the disconnected channels, which instead show a normal behavior.

Since this test is performed without a serious attempt to tune the detector there will always be a fraction

of pixels with too high or too low threshold, so this scan cannot be fully efficient. The operator should

concentrate to spot regions of low noise pixels which may trigger module reworking.

Procedure:
Switch on low voltage power supplies.

Perform a Threshold Tuning.

Perform TurboDAQ scan:

• Scan file: SCA: Threshold Scan Internal Cal.

• Measurement name THINT
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4.2 Flex module tests
4.2.1 I-V Scan

Purpose: check for sensor damages and/or HV shorts during different stages of the assembly.

Description:

The test consists in the measurement of the I-V curve from 0 to 600 V at 10 V steps.

After each voltage step a settling time of 10 s is waited before starting the measurement of the current.

Then the current is measured until two consecutive readings differ by less than 1%.

The source meter is set with a current limitation of 200 µA and the measurement can stop when this value

is reached.

If compared with the sensor tests performed before dicing, the modules usually have a higher leakage

current. A leakage current in the 1 µA range at 150 V depletion voltage and an avalanche breakdown

above 400 V is an acceptable result.

No significant worsening of the leakage current is expected with respect to the bare module measurement.

Problems may be expected if leakage current is one order of magnitude higher. Earlier breakdown or not

monotonous pattern of the leakage current should trigger a rejection of the module.

Procedure:

The source meter positive output is connected to the central conductor of a coaxial cable coming from the

Flex Adapter Card and the negative output to the socket.

A TurboDAQ scan must be performed with the following conditions:

1. LV off

2. Scan file: I-V Scan on HV Supply 1

3. Measurement name: IV

The resulting file xxxx##_IV.iv can be directly visualized in the Module Analysis Framework and

must be uploaded to the Pixel Production Database.

The breakdown voltage, to be used later is conventionally defined as the voltage at which the leakage

current exceeds 10 µA.

4.2.2 Power Consumption

Purpose: After an assembly step or shipment, this test is meant to detect faulty chip with anomalous

power consumption because of damages during the manipulation. It is usually performed in operating

conditions (HV on, DAC’s properly loaded, …), at the end of a standard threshold scan, in order to avoid

excess digital current because of high noise in not-standard conditions. 

Description:
On flex modules, only the sum of all front-end’s current is available. The test consists in measuring the

current the module draws at power-up which is about 260 mA on VDD and 60 mA on VDDA.

After that for each front-end the increase of current after configuration is registered:

1. a reset signal is set to the module, that restores the power-up situation

2. one front-end is configured by executing the global register part of a Digital Tests

3. the drawn current is measured again

4. another reset signal is issued and the procedure repeated on the next front-end.

Procedure:
The above sequence of measurements is performed by a standard TurboDAQ scan which is to be executed

in the following conditions:

1. HV on

2. Scan file: Measure FE Currents

3. Measurement name: PC
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4.2.3 MCC Test

Purpose: Check MCC operation and connectivity to the external world.

Description:
In this test a series of write and read back operations is performed on the MCC, which consists of 

1. testing MCC configuration registers

2. write and read back data from the 16 FIFOs

3. write and read back data from the 16 receiver inputs

4. write hits looking like front-end data on each receiver and read them out like a real event.

The reading is performed using the two MCC output connection, and at both 40 and 80 Mbps output speed

for each output.

This test should detect a broken output connection or poor electrical performances of the output lines. Any

module which cannot safely operate at full read-out speed should be repaired or considered as spare.

This test is also repeated at different bias voltages to determine the VDD operating margin.

Procedure:
Power the module at the required VDD and VDDA voltage. No HV is needed.

On the MCC CONSOLE panel execute a TEST ALL MCC FEATURES ten times for each of the

following settings:

• 40 Mb/s Single Link – DTO

• 40 Mb/s Single Link – DTO2

• 80 Mb/s Single Link – DTO

• 80 Mb/s Single Link – DTO2

• 80 Mb/s Dual Link

It the test fails, try to change the TurboPLL XCKr phase.

When a good working condition is found, save the module configuration file.

 

4.2.4 Digital Test

Purpose: to detect failures in the global and pixel registers that may affect the proper configuration of

the module. Test the readout chain and detect defective channels.

Description:

This test consists of three parts:

1. write  and  read  back  of  the  front-end  configuration  registers,  these  are  essential  to  the  chip

operation;

2. write and read back of the pixel register, i.e. the shift register used to configure every single pixel

(providing local threshold tuning, masking…)

3. for  each  pixel,  10000  pulses  are  injected  at  the  output  of  the  discriminator,  simulating  the

discriminator  signal  when a  preamplifier  pulse  trigger  the  discriminator.  This  part  of  the  test

checks all the readout chain from the pixel cell down to MCC event building.

4. for each pixel,  100 pulses are injected at  the output of the discriminator and readout in FIFO

mode, with full  error checking (this error are masked in the previous mode).  That will  detect

pixels with corrupted readout information.

5. 64 hits per column pair are injected simultaneously, completely filling the EOC, in order to test

their operation.

Failure  at  point  1 means the chip cannot be used. Failures at  point  2 are usually circumvented by

isolating the column pair in which they happen, resulting in 320 unusable pixels. Only few single pixel

failures have been observed at point 3, and enter in the count of defective channels. 
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Procedure:
Switch on the low voltages and check the TPLL clock is set at 40 MHz. 

HV can be either on or off for this test.

Execute the TEST GLOBAL REGISTERS from the STATIC CONFIGURATION window.

Check “Latch & Read All Bits” is selected and execute the TEST PIXEL REGISTERS from the

STATIC CONFIGURATION window.

If it fails, repeat the test checking one bit at the time.

Execute the following TurboDAQ scans:

• Scan file for flex modules: MCM:16-bit Digital Test SRAM Concurrent

• Measurement name: DI

• Scan file: MCM: Digital Test DFIFO Concurrent

• Measurement name: DIFIFO

• Scan file: MCM: Digital Test SRAM Concurrent
modified by selecting a 5-step mask, putting the number of steps at 5 and adding an inner loop

over column pairs, from 0 to 8.

• Measurement name: DIEOC

4.2.5 Threshold Tuning

Purpose: Set a uniform threshold along the module. 

Description:

This test can be performed in two different ways.

For FE-I3 this test can be performed in the so called “auto-tune” mode, where a fixed charge,

corresponding to the desired threshold is continuously injected into each pixel and a counter internal to

the pixels checks for which TDAC values its count rate is 50%. This tuning procedure is extremely fast,

even if it may show some systematic patterns. 

The second method consists in the measurement of the threshold of all pixels, as described below to for

the Threshold Scan, for 12 values of the TDACS (from 9 to 119 in steps of 10).  

An expression of the threshold dependence of each pixel on the TDACS is fitted to these data using the

parameterization:

( )
TDAC

TDAC
BATDACThreshold

−
+=

128

log

This relationship is used to determine the TDAC value which gives for that pixel the nearest possible to

the target threshold.

This characterization must be performed in a preliminary form (auto-tune) before a ToT Tuning and

redone afterwards in the more detailed form, overwriting the preliminary results.

The relationship between the charge and the injected signal (including any offset with respect to an

external calibration signal) is measured for each chip at the wafer probing stage and automatically used to

correlate the measured value. It should be important that this calibrations constants are loaded (they are

visible in the FITTING CONSOLE).

Procedure:
The above data collection and fitting is performed by a TurboDAQ standard scan:

• All power supply on;

• Set “Target Threshold” at 3000 electrons in the STATIC CONFIGURATION panel;

• Scan file: MCM: TDAC Tune Internal Cal. Concurrent

• Measurement name: THTUNE
The results of TDAC determination are put in files FLEX##_THTUNE##_tdacs_#.out.
These files must be moved from the data folder in the module directory tree to the tdacs one.

Then these files must be loaded in the STATIC CONFIGURATION panel and the module configuration

file saved.
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4.2.6 ToT Tuning

Purpose: Tune the ToT response to a m.i.p. of each pixel in order to have a uniform response to the

collected charge in a time acceptable for operation in ATLAS. Calibrate the relationship between the

measured ToT and the collected charge.

Description:
The pixel detector has an indirect pulse height information using the Time over Threshold (ToT)

technique: the pulse shape is approximately triangular and the time by which the preamplifier output stays

over the threshold is approximately proportional to the pulse height.

The slope of the return to baseline of the triangular pulse is determined by the feedback current of the

amplifier, which can be tuned at the chip level changing the IF DAC register and at the pixel level using

the 3-bit FDAC pixel register.

The ToT tuning consists of two parts. 

At first, the ToT response of all pixels to the charge deposited by a minimum ionizing particle (m.i.p.) is

made uniform by proper setting of the IF and FDACs.

This is done by injecting a fixed charge of 20000 e, corresponding to the most probable energy loss in the

250 µm thick silicon sensor, and choosing the above mentioned DACs in order to have an average ToT

response of 30 clock cycles. The number of clock cycles has been chosen taking into account that the

preamplifier must return to the baseline within the trigger latency, which will be about 120 clock cycles.

The 30 clock cycles target allows to keep full efficiency up to deposited charges of 4 m.i.p.s.

The subsequent step is to inject different charges, compute the average ToT observed for each pixel and

each charge, and fit a calibration function to these data.

This is performed using both the Clo inject capacitance, which allows a fine granularity measurement of

the ToT-charge relationships in the region of charge up to 1 m.i.p., and the Chi inject capacitance to cover

the region of very high charge.

These calibrations will be used to translate ToT to charges when collecting data with real particles.

Since changing the feedback current also slightly affects the threshold, after IF and FDAC tuning the

threshold tuning needs to be re-done.

Procedure:
Set to 20000 e the ToT reference charge in the FITTING CONTROL panel, accessible from the DATA
CONTROL panel.

Perform a “FDAC Initial Scan Internal-Cal”, without storing data.

Observe the average ToT value of each chip and change IF DACs to move it toward the desired average

ToT response of 30.

Repeat this scan until all chips have a matching average ToT response.

After this tuning is finished perform a full FDAC tuning scan:

• Scan file: MCM: FDAC Tune Internal-Cal

• Measurement name: TOTTUNE
The results of FDAC determination are put in files FLEX##_TOTTUNE##_fdacs_#.out.
These files must be moved from the data folder in the module directory tree to the fdacs one.

Then these files must be loaded in the STATIC CONFIGURATION panel and the module configuration

file saved.

Now perform again a Threshold Tuning.

Finally perform the ToT calibration which consists of two scans:

• Scan file: MCM: TOT Calibration Internal-Cal. CLow Concurrent

• Measurement name: TOTCLO

• Scan file: MCM: TOT Calibration Internal-Cal. CHigh Concurrent

• Measurement name: TOTCHI
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4.2.7 Threshold Scan

Purpose: This test performs a measurement of the threshold and noise of each pixel and is the central part

of most of the calibration task. It can be performed in different conditions for calibration, detection of

faulty cells and check of bumping defect.

Description:
A voltage pulse V is injected on the calibration capacitance Clo of each pixel. That will generate a signal at

the input of the preamplifier equivalent to the one generated by a charge V×Clo.

A set of 100 pulses is generated for different value of the injected charge (from 0 to ~9000 e, in ~45 e

steps).

The number of collected hits for each injected charge is recorded and at the end of the scan an S curve is

fitted. The 50% efficiency on the S-curve defines the threshold value. The steepness of the transition from

no detected hits to full efficiency is inversely proportional to the noise, which can be so calculated.

The injected pulse can come from an internal chopper connected to the output of the VCAL DAQ

(internal injection) or from an external switching circuitry on the PCC (external injection). 

The internal injection circuitry will have chip to chip variations due to the fabrication process, while the

external injection will be the same for all modules tested on the same test setup.

During ATLAS operation, only the internal injection will be available to recalibrate the detector and

therefore having a comparison between the two injections will allow to properly scale calibrations during

ATLAS operation.

The relationship between the external and internal injection signal is measured for each chip at the wafer

probing stage and automatically used to correlate the measured value. It should be important that this

calibrations constant are loaded (they are visible in the FITTING CONSOLE).

This test will also be repeated ad different VDDA values for the determination of the analog operational

margin.    

Procedure:

Switch on low voltage power supplies.

Check HV supply status corresponds to the scan which must be performed. Usually the operating voltage

of -150 V is used. HV off scans may be done with the HV off or with the UV output on, but at the -1 V

setting.

Load TurboDAQ scan file:

• For external injection: MCM: Threshold Scan External Cal. Concurrent

• For internal injection: MCM: Threshold Scan Internal Cal. Concurrent
The word “antikill” mode is a shortcut for a configuration in which only the preamplifier of the injected

pixels are active, while all the other have the input tied near to the ground voltage. This configuration is

selected by the “Enable, Select & Preamp Staged” option in the DATA CONTROL window.

The proper measurement name :

• Internal, nominal LV, HV on: THINT

• Internal, nominal LV, room temp, antikill, HV off THINTHVOFF

• Internal, nominal LV, room temp, antikill    THINTAKILL.

4.2.8 Crosstalk

Purpose: Measure the cross-talk fraction and detect bump defects resulting in increased capacitive

coupling between pixels (too large bumps, small separation between sensor and FE electronics, pouring of

glue in the sensor-FE interstitial region) 

Description:

This test is similar to a threshold scan, but in this case the charge is injected in one pixel, while only its

nearest neighbors along the column are enabled for readout.
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Because of capacitive or resistive coupling of the injected pixel with its neighbors, part of its charge can

leak and be collected on the nearby channel.

The typical fraction of charge that leaks in the neighbors is 1-2%, therefore to see the crosstalk for normal

pixels a charge of the order of 300 ke must be injected. This is obtained with a scan in VCAL on Chi. 

This value is higher for long and ganged pixels, due to the increased capacitive coupling.

A crosstalk above the standard value indicates some excess coupling which can be caused by shorted or

almost shorted bumps. In the past also penetration of glue in the interstitial region between the front-end

chip and the sensor has caused an increase in the capacitive coupling. 

TurboDAQ plots for each channel the number of hits collected in the adjacent one, producing a sort of

threshold profile. This can be uploaded in the Module Analysis Framework and compared with the nearby

pixel thresholds to compute the crosstalk fraction.

Procedure:
Check both HV and LV power is on.

Perform standard TurboDAQ scan:

• Scan file MCM: Crosstalk, Internal-Cal, Concurrent

• Measurement name: XTALK

4.2.9 Monleak

Purpose: Measure of each pixel’s leakage current to look for excess current due to localized earlier

sensor breakdown. 

Description:

In the Monleak scan the leakage current which is collected by each pixel is measured by comparison with

the feedback current.

This kind of scan will be extremely useful during operation in ATLAS, as it allows to directly measure

disuniformity of irradiation and to separate sensor leakage passing through the pixel from any possible

surface path.

Before irradiation the leakage current is quite small, and the Monleak scan is almost insensible to the real

leakage current. So any pixel showing a significant value is either defective or near a local early

breakdown region of the sensor.

Procedure:

The module must be powered up. The depletion voltage on the power supply must be set to 600V, with

current limitation at 20 µA. In case of early breakdown, the current limitation will implicitly take care to

apply a lower voltage, without operator intervention.

A TurboDAQ scan is to be performed:

• Scan file: MCM: Monleak Scan

• Measurement name: MONLEAK
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4.2.10 Timewalk

Purpose: Measure the relationship between the injected charge and the preamplifier response time.

Description:
The time between the shooting of the discriminator and the pulse injection depends on the pulse height,

with high pulses firing almost immediately and pulses near threshold showing a long delay.

If the delay is more than about 20 ns, the pulse would not be assigned the proper beam crossing at the

LHC. That results in an effective threshold which is higher than the one defined by the threshold scan.

This scan uses a delay line in the MCC that sets a delay between the strobe signal which drive the charge

injection and the trigger signal issued by the MCC to start front-end readout.

By injecting a known charge and checking for which delay it starts to be associated to a wrong beam

crossing it is possible to measure the firing time (as 25 ns minus the delay value) of the

pulse. Repeating the process for several charges allows to reconstruct the full charge/delay relationship.

Procedure:
Perform standard scans:

• Scan file MCM: Timewalk Internal-Cal CLow Concurrent

• Measurement name: TMWALKCLO 

• Scan file MCM: Timewalk Internal-Cal CHigh Concurrent

• Measurement name: TMWALKCHI

4.2.11 In-time Threshold Scan

Purpose: measure the effective threshold that will be observed in ATLAS, i.e. the minimal value of

charge that, because of timewalk, will have a delay below 20 ns.

Description:
This test is another way to view at the timewalk issue, by trying to get directly the in-time threshold. 

A threshold scan is performed, but accepting only one beam crossing (during module characterization,

usually 16 beam crossing are collected to be independent of exact timing).

In this case the S-curve of the threshold profile is cut down when the pulse height is still above threshold,

but the hits is generated too late and is associated to the next beam crossing.

This new threshold value is the effective in-time threshold that the detector will observe in ATLAS and

should be about 1500 e higher than the real threshold.

Procedure:
Perform a MCM: T0 scan with digital injection

• scan file: MCM: T0 Digital Concurrent

• measurement name T0DIG
Perform a MCM: T0 scan with injected charge of 100 ke.

• scan file: MCM: T0 Internal-Cal C-High, Concurrent

• measurement name T0ANA
The output of this scan is a MCC trigger delay which corresponds to the firing time of the 100 ke pulse.

Set the MCC delay to this value + 5 ns.

Perform a modified Threshold Scan:

• Load scan file: MCM: Threshold Scan Internal-Cal Concurrent

• Set “Trigger Delay” in STATIC CONFIGURATION panel at 125

• Set “LV1 accept” in STATIC CONFIGURATION panel at 1

• Measurement name: THINTIME
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4.2.12 Operational margin

This test consists of repeating some of the previously mentioned scans in different conditions and

recording data. 

The reduced operating range test of table 2 consists only of one VDD scan, the one with measurement

name DI242-40-20 below 

VDD operational margin

It will be a scan of VDD from 1.6 V to 2.5 V in 0.03 V steps. For each step a digital injection is

performed according to section 4.2.4, but with the number of hits/pixel reduced to 100: 

• TurboDAQ file name: not yet implemented
This scan is repeated with the following conditions and measurement names:

• trigger delay 242, single link DTO1 40 Mbps, CEU=20MHz DI242-40-20

• trigger delay 242, single link DTO1 80 Mbps, CEU=20MHz DI242-80-20

• trigger delay 242, dual link 80 Mbps, CEU=20MHz DI242-160-20

• trigger delay 235, dual link 80 Mbps, CEU=20MHz DI235-160-20

• trigger delay 235, dual link 80 Mbps, CEU=40MHz DI235-160-40
The first scan will be used by the module analysis to compute the official operational margin of the digital

voltage.

XCK operational margin

When determining the XCK operational margin, the following procedure is to be followed:

• TPLL frequency in the SYSTEM INITIALIZATION panel must be set in tunable mode and

changed to 50 MHz

• perform scan file MCM: Digital test SRAM Concurrent

• with measurement name: DIXCK50

• TPLL frequency in the SYSTEM INITIALIZATION panel must be set in tunable mode and

changed to 45 MHz

• perform scan file MCM: Digital test SRAM Concurrent

• with measurement name: DIXCK45
Module Analysis will report to the PDB the maximum XCK range for which the scan works (50, 45, 40

MHz or 0).

VDDA operational margin

When determining the VDDA operational margin, the Threshold Scan in section 4.2.7 and the In-Time
Threshold Scan in section 4.2.11 are repeated for the VDDA voltages of 1.5 V and 1.8 V.

The module is considered not to match the acceptance criteria if any of this scans has a fraction of pixels

for which the S-curve fit fails is more than 10%. 

Measurement names:

• Threshold scan low VDDA corner point THLA

• In-time threshold, low VDDA corner point THINTIMELA

• Threshold scan high VDDA corner point THHA

• In-time threshold, low VDDA corner point THINTIMEHA

Threshold range

This test is used to check the range of threshold tunability via the global GDAC settings. Every bit of this

register should be tested. Since values below 5 will give a too low threshold to get meaningful scan,

acceptable values of GDAC could be 8, 9, 11, 15, 24.

Therefore this will be bi-dimensional fit with inner parameter the internal VCAL DAC and external

parameter the set of GDAC values above.

Lowest and maximum average thresholds will be stored in the PDB.

TurboDAQ scan file: MCM: GDAC Internal Concurrent
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Measurement name: GDACTEST  

4.2.13 Noise Suppression

Purpose: Select pixels not usable for source measurements.

Description:
Taking data with a radioactive source requires triggering on the hitbus of the front-end. This is a fast OR

of the discriminator outputs.

These source measurements can be saturated or paralyzed by noisy pixels or by pixels which keep the

hitbus permanently stuck.

The I2 version of the front end contains circuitry able to check for this kinds of problems, either by

checking which fraction of time a pixel is keeping the hitbus busy, or by counting transitions. Such pixels

may probably work well in ATLAS when an external trigger is used but they are just an annoyance in the

source measurement below.

Purpose of this test is to identify pixels with a too high noise rate or keeping the hitbus stuck in order to

mask them during source scans.

Since it has been observed that sometimes noise rate is dependent on the module hit rate, during this test

the module must be exposed to a source.

Procedure:
After the module is cooled down and set to the proper temperature expose it to a 241Am source of at least

3.7 MBq activity, to produce some background hits.

Perform a source scan as explained in the next section, but reducing the number of events to 1000. From

the MASK MAKER panel, generate a set of masks which masks all pixels with more than 10 counts and

load these masks.

Iterate the procedure a few times, until one see all chips responding to the source with not anomalously

high counting rate. If that succeed, just save the masks for use with the source scan.

Otherwise, proceed with the more complex procedure below.

Perform the scan:

• Scan file: MCM: Stuck Pixels Search

• Measurement name: STUCK
That identifies pixels with the hitbus bit stuck on. 

Update the configuration file to use the stuck pixel masks produced by the scan to mask the hitbus.

Perform the scan:

• Scan file: MCM: Noise Occupancy Scan

• Measurement name: HOTPIX
That identifies pixels with a noise rate greater than 104 Hz. 

Update the configuration file to use for hitbus and readout enable mask the OR of the HOTPIX and

STUCK. 
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4.2.14 Source Scan

Purpose: Identify pixels not answering to ionization because disconnected, merged, defective or badly

tuned.

Description:
The whole module should be exposed to the source until the expected rate for the worst pixel is 20 counts.

The module on PCB frame is mounted on an Al plate especially designed for this kind of tests, which

provide acceptable thermal contact with the front-end electronics, while covering it with only 0.5 mm of

Al.

When using a 241Am X-ray source, a quite uniform interaction rate is obtained irradiating the module from

the FE side. Exposure from the flex side is also possible, but exposure time will need to be increased to

provide a high enough counting rate below the passive components.

The same should be possible when the module is mounted on the stave, since the carbon-carbon material

and the thin Al pipe do not provide a significant amount of material.

Procedure:
Standard TurboDAQ scans with parameters:

• Scan file: MCM: Source Scan

• Measurement name SOURCE
The number of scans needed and the configuration settings (how many active chips for a certain source

position, exposure time, concurrent or one FE at the time) can be arranged by each lab provided the

counts target above can be reached in an acceptable time.

5 Testing time and automatization
The full electrical characterization of a module is likely to be one of the most time expensive efforts in

the production of the ATLAS pixel detector. First experience with FE-I2.1 modules show that the time

needed for the characterization is about 2 working days.

Automatization of the procedures will allow a significant gain in time. After a significant statistics on

final electronics is gained, it will be possible to reduce the test sequence only to the tests which are

shown to be effective in spotting out problematic modules. The goal is to reduce the full  electrical

characterization of a module to one 8h shift,  during which the module can be left  unattented for a

significant fraction of the time. 

Reduced test sets, like initial loading or module receiving tests should not take more than 15 minutes

per module.

In table 3 are indicated the measured testing times.

Table 3: Observed test time

Status Time (excluding source scan) [h] Source scan [h]

BARE 2.0 -

ASSY 1.5 1.0

BURN 0.7 1.0

FLEX 12.0 2.0

RECV 0.5 -

Ideally the whole test procedure should be almost completely automated and performed in one run.

Anyhow since the full characterization of a module may spread among several operator shifts, it may

be useful for each module to have a traveller which consists of a check list whether a certain test has

been done or not.

These checklist, as well as more complete traveller which must follow the module along his assembly

and testing history can be found as separate files of the same EDMS document of this note.
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Automation is mainly achieved by the usage of TurboDAQ primitive lists (macros). These primitives

are  under  active  development  and  they  also  can  be  found  as  separate  files  of  the  same  EDMS

document of this note.

Table 4 contains a list of the available travellers and macros.

Table 4: Auxiliary files part of this EDMS document

Description Version File

Bare module traveller 1.2 BareModuleTraveler_1.2.doc

BARE checklist 1.1 bare_electrical_test_Checklist_1.1.doc

Flex module traveller 1.2 FlexModuleTraveler_1.2.doc

ASSY/BURN checklist 1.3 initial_electrical_test_Checklist_1.3.doc

FLEX checklist 1.1 full_electrical_test_Checklist_1.1.doc

RECV checklist 1.1 receiving_electrical_test_Checklist_1.1.doc

ASSY macro 1.1 ASSY.primlist

BURN macro 1.1 BURN.primlist

FLEX macro 1.1 FLEX.primlist

RECV macro 1.0 RECV.primlist

Power control macro 
(to be customized by each site)

1.0 POWER_ON.primlist

Site logbook template 1.0 SampleLogbook.xls

 

6 Data recording
When a test set is completed, all data files must be imported in the Module Analysis Framework and

an analysis performed to extract the significant information that must be uploaded into the database.

The data files themselves will be either transformed in ROOT Trees and published on the testing lab

web site. When uploading test data to the PDB, the web link should point to the corresponding test

directory described below.

The structure of this web site should consist of a browsable directory structured as in figure 1 below.

From  external  labs  it  must  be  accessible  by  an  address  of  the  type:

http://servername.domain/pixprod. The base address of this structure should ideally be fixed

during the whole  production.  If it  doesn’t,  it  is  the responsibility of  each  lab to inform about  the

changes in the base directory and to maintain consistency between the measurement and the PDB

link.  

For each module, the directory must contain a subdirectory named with the full serial number of the

module. This subdirectory will be referred as the module base directory. It must contain a subdirectory

data, which will contain a further subdirectory for each of the test performed. 

The  subdirectories  containing  test  data  are  named  according  to  the  status  prefix  and  are  further

subdivided  in  directories  containing  a  two  digit  sequential  number  of  the  measurement  (ex.:

BARE/01, BURN/01, RECV/03…). The two digit sequential number need to be unique within

one site, but it may be duplicated from one site to another.  Test data must be archived as a ROOT file,

with  a  name corresponding to  the  TurboDAQ prefix  (ex.:  20210210241201_BARE01.root,
510173_BURN01.root, 510189_RECV03.root…), as they are saved by the Module Analysis

and an optional comment.txt file, containing remarks about this test. Its content should match the

comment field on the PDB if this measurement is uploaded there. In case of multiple measurements in

the same status, a symbolic link to what is expected to be the “reference” measure is to be provided. Its

name is the assembly status (BARE, BURN, RECV…)

Other information (like summary text files, raw data files…) are optional. Nevertheless, at least at the

beginning of production, it is suggested to upload a zipped file containing the TDAQ output of the

standard  scans  with  names  similar  to  the  ROOT files  (ex.:  20210210241201_BARE01.zip,
510173_BURN01.zip, 510189_RECV03.zip…).
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Figure 1 Web site structure

Data can be accessed directly from the browsable directory or with a query to the Raw Data Base server

http://atlas1.ge.infn.it/pixelprod/, displayed in fig. 2.

This server provides a list of all the items that have passed through a certain lab (tracked down from the

PDB shippings). 

Selecting an item provides a window with the PDB links to its components, if it is an assembly, and to the

object it was assembled in if it flagged as assembled in the PDB.

In another window all known measurements on this object are displayed and can be browsed.

This information is cached in the Raw Data Base and it is updated daily, so you may have a delay of

maximum 24 hours between upload of measurements to the web server and their display.

Figure 2: Raw Data Base interface

Production monitoring is obtained by maintaining a laboratory spreadsheet according to the template

available in the document page. This must be filled in as the laboratory work proceeds. Information can

be collected by the responsible of the production to produce a weekly summary of production status.

A template for this file is in this document page (see table Table 4). 

Since FE I2.1 modules have been considered as production item as far as testing procedure are concerned

they should be reported in this logbook, but, to separate them explicitely from I3 modules, they have a

separate numbering (as shown in the sample logbook).

Filled logbooks should be uploaded to the module task force EDMS page:

https://edms.cern.ch/document/369585/1.

Failures are to be signalled labelling a module in this spreadsheet according to the failure codes presented

in the table Table 5.

Assembly 

Measurements Query panel
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Table 5: Failure codes codes

Failure code Description

Working modules

000 Standard module

001 Reworked module

002 Usable, but with not standard behaviour

FE failures

100 Global register failure

101 One or more column pair not working

102 VDDA short

103 VDD short

104 Bad XCK connection

199 Damaged by handling

MCC failures

200 Register failures

201 Data out failure

 Pigtail/Type-0 cable failures

300 Broken HV line

301 Broken signal line

302 Broken sense line

303 Damaged elco

304 Disconnected elco HV pad

305 Disconnected elco signal pad

306 Disconnected elco sense pad

Flex + assembly failures

400 Disconnected pigtail wire bond/ type-0 cable bond

401 Disconnected pigtail HV wire bond/ type-0 cable bond

402 Disconnected FE wire bonds

403 Disconnected MCC wire bonds

404 Data out connections

405 Power line short

406 Signal line short

Sensor/bumping failure code

500 Excessive leakage current

501 Excessive number of merged channels

502 Excessive number of disconnected channels

599 Damaged by handling

Performance failures

900 Generic bad performances

901 Excessive noise

902 Excessive cross talk

903 Excessive number of untunable pixels

 Status modifiers

 - Bare module/Flex hybrid

+1000 Detected at ASSY stage

+2000 Detected at BURN stage

+3000 Detected at FLEX stage

+4000 Detected at RECV stage

+5000 Detected after mounted on local support

+6000 Detected after local support burn-in

 -1* Repaired from a failure
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